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Part 1: CORRECT THE MISTAKE 

1.Neither his parents nor his teacher are satisfied with his result when he was at school. 

  A                                B                    C                    D 

2. The problems of pollution are too difficult for us to solving. 

         A           B         C          D 

3. It requires to reading a foreign language quickly and well. 

           A             B                                             C                D  

4.Working provide people with personal satisfaction as well as money. 

                       A                     B                       C                   D 

5. She borrowed the money from the bank to continued her study. 

                 A                  B        C                         D 

6. Every student who majors in English are ready to participate in the oratorical. 

      A                     B       C                        D 

7. She takes vitamins to felt heathier. 

              A         B           C        D 

8. She left the house in a hurry without to say goodbye to us.  

             A                           B                         C                 D  

9. It is very necessary for we to learn a foreign language nowadays. 

                          A          B         C                    D 

10.The film is such interesting that I have ever seen it for three times. 

                           A                       B                C              D 

11. I would rather doing any job than be out of work. 

           A                      B                 C            D  

12. I don’t think he is in agree with what we are going to do. 

              A                        B           C                                 D 

13. In spite of my father is old , he gets up early and does morning exercise. 

             A                         B                  C                                  D 

14. There is only a few food for dinner. I think you should buy some more to eat. 

                 A             B            C                                                                            D  

15.Although Mary has been in Vietnam for 5 years, but she knows little Vietnamese. 

           A                      B                            C                  D 

16. How many long did you stay in Vietnam during yout last summer holiday ? 

          A             B                          C                 D 

17. My mother used to give me a good advice when I had a problem.  

                           A         B          C            D 

18. Has the government made a decide to ban the use of chemical weapon yet ? 

       A                                             B         C            D  

19. Please give me few sugar in my coffee. I prefer it sweet. 

                   A           B                                       C             D 

20. He has a great deal of books most of which are on science and technology.  

                          A                             B          C       D 



21. Why have you decided to quit your job and continue your study ?  I’m tired for work as 

a  

secretary.                                A                                                      B                          C         D 

22. There are much kinds of books in my school library,but readers cannot borrow them. 

                 A      B                              C                                                  D 

23. In my opinion, a most beautiful place in Vietnam is DaLat. 

       A                     B    C                            D 

24. The workers went on strikes because of they thought their wages were low. 

                                      A                  B                      C                              D 

25. Did you say that you will have a lot of things to do the following week ? 

                              A         B                                    C                 D 

26. Despite she was in her middle age, she looked very graceful and charming. 

           A                     B                                      C                D 

27. We have been making prepare for our final exammination for two months . 

                       A                      B                                                    C          D 

28. The police is looking for the bank robbers who stole a large sum of money from the 

bank. 

                         A          B                                    C                                                 D 

29. Tom told his child not make noise when she was working. 

                A                       B            C                        D 

30. Unless there had been a heavy storm, the climbers will not have died. 

         A                      B             C                                      D  

31. Unless you work harder, you will be sack because of your laziness. 

         A                B                                C                                      D  

32. David did wanted to become a technical teacher. 

                  A         B           C                   D 

33. Please tell us the reason when he left without saying goodbye. 

                  A                              B        C                    D 

34. Bill said: “Tom, does come and have dinner with us this evening”. 

              A                    B                     C                  D 

35.It has ever been told that teaching is one of the more noble careers. 

                 A                                          B            C         D 

36. The mother asked her son if he would have the floor clean the day before. 

                            A                   B           C                               D 

37. She is the most beautiful girl who I have ever met. 

              A         B                            C                 D 

38. Peter wished that he has gone to the party last week. 

                  A         B            C                                 D 

39. The students had thought that the English test was very difficulty. 

                                 A             B                               C                D  

40. Before went abroad, he had finished his English course at the English- speaking Center. 

                      A         B                  C                                                             D  

41. She always avoids to meet her boss, because she is afraid of him. 

                               A       B                            C                         D 

42. Conservation is the safeguarding and preservation of nature resources. 

                             A           B                            C                    D  

43. Conservation is also concerned for the reclaiming of land by irrigating deserts. 

                                            A             B                          C                   D 

44. I wanted joining the police, but I wasn’t tall enough. 

          A            B                        C                            D  



45.Do most boys and girls give a great deal of  thought to their future employ ? 

             A                             B                                     C                             D     

Part 2: GRAMMAR AND VOCABULARY  

I. ARTICLES 

1. I would like to live by _____ sea.  

 A. the   B. a   C. an   D.  

2. Harry is a sailor. He spends most of his life at______ sea. 

A. a   B. an   C. the   D.  

3. There are billions of stars in ______ space.  

 A. a   B. an   C.    D. the 

4. He tried to park his car but______ space wasn't big enough. 

 A. the   B. a   C. an   D.  

5. We often watch______ television.  

 A. the   B. a   C. an   D.  

6. Can you turn off______ television, please?  

 A. the   B. a   C. an   D.  

7. We had______ dinner in a restaurant. 

 A. a   B. an   C.    D. the 

8. We had______ meal in a restaurant. 

 A. a   B. an   C. the   D.  

9. Thank you. That was______ very nice lunch.  

 A. a   B. an   C. the   D.  

10. Where can______ people buy everything they need? 

 A. the   B. a   C. an   D.  

11. Her parents are now working in ______ Europe.  

 A. the   B. a   C. an   D.  

12. He majors______ in English.  

 A. a   B. an   C. the   D.  

13. Mark Twain, ______ American writer, wrote "Life on the Mississippi River". 

 A. an   B. a   C. the   D.  

14. Paris is splendid by ______ night. “Paris by night” 

 A. a   B. an   C. the   D.  

15. We might be able to catch______ last train if we hurried. 

 A. a   B. an   C. the   D.  

16. ______ used razor blade is______ useless thing. Dao lam, dao cạo râu  

 A. The/ the  B. A/ a  C. An/ an  D. no article 

17. We live at______ third house from the church.  

 A. the   B. a   C. an   D. no article 

18. My aunt has______ interesting novel.  

 A. the    B. an   C. a   D. no article 

19. It was______ best film I had ever read. 

 A. the   B. an   C. a   D. no article 

20. A video lab is______ useful means for language learning. 

 A. the   B. an   C. a   D. no article 

21. Mrs. Lan went to ______ school to meet her son's teacher. 

 A.    B. a   C. an   D. the 

22. The workmen went to ______ church to repair the roof. 

 A.    B. the   C. a    D. an 



23. Carol went to ______ prison to meet her brother. 

 A. the   B. a   C. an   D.  

24. This morning I bought a newspaper and a magazine. ___the ___ newspaper is in my 

bag but I don't know where__the ____ magazine. 

 A. a/ a   B. a/ the  C. the/ the  D. the/ a 

25. My parents have ______ cat and ______ dog. The dog never bites the cat. 

 A. a/ a   B. a/ the  C. the/ the  D. the/ a 

26. We live in______ big house in ______ middle of the village. 

 A. a/ a   B. a/ the  C. the/ the  D. the/ a 

27. I'm looking for __a__ job. Did Mary get___the __ job she applied for? 

 A. a/ the  B. the/ a  C. a/ a   D. the/ the 

28. Did______ police find ______ person who stole your bicycle? 

 A. a/ a   B. the/ the  C. a/ the  D. the/ a 

29. We went out for ______ meal last night ______ restaurant we went was excellent. 

 A. a/ a   B. the/ the  C. a/ the  D. the/ a 

30. As I was walking along the street, I saw ______$10 note on ______ pavement.  

 A. a/ a   B. the/ the  C. a/ the  D. the/ a 

II. TENSES 

1. This is the second time I _____________that song. 

A. am hearing B. have heard C. hear            D. heard 

2. Hello, I  about your advertisement in the newspaper. 

A. Have been calling B. am calling C. call              D. have called 

3. John  on a bit of weight lately, and he is trying to lose it. 

A. Puts B. is putting C. has put        D. has been putting 

4. The new neighbors  their house. It looks nice. 

A. Paint              B. had painted            C. were painting               D. have painted 

5. Fred  me yesterday that they’re professional athletes. 

A. Told                  B. has told              C. was telling       D. had told 

6. Apparently, he  them since he was a child. 

A. Knows               B. is knowing         C. has known      D. has been knowing 

7. I  for my sunglasses since noon, but I can’t find them. 

A. Am looking B. looked                C. have looked        D. have been looking 

8. When the children _  home, it was obvious that they had been playing in mud. 

A. Arrived             B. were arriving         C. had arrived                D. had been arriving 

9. Michael  _in the queue to buy a ticket for the train when he heard a strange 

voice. 

A. Waited              B. was waiting          C. had waited                D. was going to wait 

10. The thieves  houses for two years before they were finally caught. 

A. Broke into   B. were breaking into  

C. had been breaking into   D. have been breaking into 

11. As time goes by, he  _more and more eccentric. 

A. Becomes                   B. is becoming        C. has become     D. has been becoming 

12. Kathy can’t go shopping with me next Saturday morning. She   a French 

lesson. 

A. Has                       B. is going to have       C. will have          D. will be having 

13. I  the living room by the time Dad comes home. He  so 

surprised. 

A. Will paint/will be   B. will be painting/is  

C. will have painted/will be  D. will have painted/is 



14. It’s the coldest winter we  in Greece. 

A. Ever experience   B. ever experienced  

C. were ever experiencing   D. have ever experienced 

15. When he was younger, he  the cinema every week. 

A. Was used to going B. used to go C. was going D. had gone 

16. They  _for a mile when they _  that someone _  missing. 

A. Had walked/ had realized/ was          B. had been walking/ realized/ had been 

C.  had been walking/ realized/ was        D. had walked/ had realized/ had been 

17. As part of my job, I  abroad a lot, so I  to improve my English. 

A. Travel/ need   B. am travelling/ need  

C. am travelling/ am needing  D. travel/ am needing 

18. I  at my mother’s house this week because I  my house painted. 

A. Sleep/ have  B. am sleeping/ have  

C. sleep/ am having  D. am sleeping/ am having 

19. I  you should buy him a tie. He   to dress formally. 

A. Am thinking/ likes  B. think/likes  

C. think/ is liking  D. am thinking/ has liked 

20. As a teenager, I  things my parents  of. 

A. Would do/ didn’t approve B. used to do/ weren’t approving 

C.  used to do/ didn’t approve D. would do/ weren’t approving 

21. “Hurry up! We’re waiting for you. What’s taking you so long?” 

“I  for an important phone call. Go ahead and leave without me.” 

A. Wait B. will wait C. am waiting D. have waited 

22. Robert is going to be famous some day. He _  in three movies already. 

~ I’m sure he’ll be a star. 

A. Has been appearing B. had appeared C. has appeared D. appeared 

23. Where’s Polly? ~She  . 

A. Is in her room studying B. in her room is studying 

C.  studies in her room D. has in her room studied 

24. Hello? Alice? This is Jeff. How are you? ~ Jeff? What a coincidence! I  about you when the phone rang. 

A. Was just thinking   B. just thought  

C. have just been thinking   D. was just thought 

25. What  about the new simplified tax? ~It’s more confusing than the old one. 

A. Are you thinking  B. do you think  

C. have you thought  D. have you been thinking 

26. When is Mr. Fields planning to retire? ~ Soon, I think. He  here for a 

long time. He’ll probably retire next year or the year after that. 

A. Worked  B. had been working  

C. has been working  D. is working 

27. Why did you buy all this sugar and chocolate? ~ I__________ a delicious 

dessert for dinner tonight. 

A. Make  B. will make  

C. am going to make  D. will have made 

28. Let’s go! What’s taking you so long? ~ I’ll be there as soon as I ________my keys.  

A. Found B. will find C. find             D. am finding 

29. Next week when there  a full moon, the ocean tides sill be higher. 

A. Is being B. is                 C. will be                    D. will have been 



30. While I________ TV last night, a mouse ran across the floor. 

A. Watch                      B. watched       C. was watching           D. am watching 

31. Fish were among the earliest forms of life. Fish________on earth for ages and ages. 

A. Existed                    B. are existing       C. exist                       D. have existed 

32. The phone  constantly since Jack announced his candidacy for president this 

morning. 

A. Has been ringing B. rang           C. had rung                  D. had been ringing 

33. The earth   on the sun for its heat and light. 

A. Is depend B. depending C. has depended D. depends 

34. I don’t feel good. I  home from work tomorrow. 

A. Am staying B. stay C. will have stayed D. stayed 

35. Today there are weather satellites that beam down information about the earth’s 

atmosphere. In the last two decades, space exploration___________great contributions 

to weather forecasting. 

A. Is making B. has made C. made D. makes 

36. On July 20
th

, 1969, Astronaut Neil Armstrong  down onto the moon, 

the first person ever to set foot on another celestial body. 

A. Was stepping B. stepped C. has stepped D. was step 

37. The plane’s departure was delayed because of mechanical difficulties. When the weary 

passengers finally boarded the aircraft, many were annoyed and irritable because 

they_____________________in the airport for three and a half hours. 

A. Are waiting       B. were waiting      C. have been waiting               D. had been waiting 

38. If coastal erosion continues to take place at the present rate in another fifty years, this 

beach___________________ anymore. 

A. Doesn’t exist  B. isn’t going to exist  

C. isn’t existing  D. won’t be existing 

39. Homestead High School’s football team   a championship until last 

season, when the new coach led them to take first place in their league. 

A. Has never won   B. is never winning  

C. had never been winning  D. had never won 

40. To be able to qualify as an interpreter, many years of intensive language study are 

required for non-native speakers. By the end of this year, Chen______________English 

for three years, but he will still need more training and experience before he masters the 

language. 

AWill be studying   B. has studied  

C. will have been studying  D. has been studying 

III. ADVERBIAL CLAUSE OF CONCESSION  

1. _________________________I decided to stop trading with them. 

A. Despite of the fact that they were the biggest dealer 

B. Though being the biggest dealer  

C. Being the biggest dealer 

D. Even though they were the biggest dealer 

2. National Assembly Chairwoman chủ tịch quốc hội  Nguyen Thi Kim Ngan said that 

____________, a large number of women and girls in various areas in the world are being 

discriminated and subjected to violence. 

A. though positive outcomes in gender equality and women empowerment  



B. despite of positive outcomes in gender equality and women empowerment 

C. in spite positive outcomes in gender equality and women empowerment 

D. in spite of positive outcomes in gender equality and women empowerment 

3. Though______________, he prefers to teach his children in mother tongue.  

A.  he was in a foreign country   B. in a foreign country 

C. had been in foreign country   D. to be in foreign country.  

4. ______________________his good work and manners, he didn’t get a promotion. 

A. Because of                   B. In spite of C. Even though D. As a result of  

5. She neglected her study during the term,  she couldn’t pass the exam. 

A. although B. because C. so that để mà  D. so 

6. The doctors know that it is very difficult to save the patient’s life,_________they will 

try their best. 

A. but B. although C. despite  D. however 

7. The use of computers aids in teaching,  the role of teachers is still very 

important. 

A. although B. yet C. so that D. because 

8._______________, no one was absent from the farewell party last night. 

A. Heavily as it rained B. As it rained heavily 

C. Though it rains heavily D. In spite of the heavily rain/ heavy rain  

9. I had to get up early,  I’d have missed the train. 

A. despite B. otherwise  C. or else D. although 

10. You must always have a good breakfast every morning_________late you are. 

A. even if B. whatever C. no matter D. however 

11. He didn’t drink beer  he was really thirsty. 

A. in spite of B. even though C. because D. since 

12._______________________some German and British management styles are 

similar, there are many differences between them. 

A. In spite B. In spite of C. Despite the fact that D. Despite 

13. _________________who you are, I still love you. 

A. No matter B. However C. whomever D. If 

14. ____________________, he walked to the station. 

A. Despite being tired B. Although to be tired 

C. In spite being tired  D. Despite tired  

15.____________he had enough money, he refused to buy a new car. 



A. In spite B. In spite of C. Despite D. Although 

16.______________________, he walked to the station. 

A. Despite being tired B. Although to be tired 

C. In spite being tired D. Despite tired 

17. We are concerned with the problem of energy resources________we must also think of 

our environment. 

    A. Despite                        B. though C. as though D. but 

18. Despite the fact that  , we enjoyed our trip. 

A. the weather is bad B. it is a bad weather 

C.  the bad weather D. the weather was bad 

19. John was a high-performing midfield linkman in spite  . 

A. of he was at his age B. he was at his old age C. of his age D. his age 

20. He had a terrible cold  he insisted on going swimming. 

A. Despite                      B. although                            C. in spite of            D. but 

21._____________some German and British management styles are similar, there are many 

differences between them. 

A. In spite                      B. In spite of           C. Despite the fact that          D. Despite 

22. _________New York is not the capital of the USA, it is the home of the United Nations. 

A. Because B. Although C.   Otherwise D. In spite of 

23. ______________, he couldn’t finish that test in 60 minutes. 

A. Intelligent as was the boy B. As intelligent the boy was 

C. As the boy was intelligent D. Intelligent as the boy was 

24. _______________his poor English, he managed to communicate his problem very 

clearly. 

A. Because B. Even though C. Because of D. In spite of 

25. We all felt cold, wet and hungry;__________________, we were lost. 

A. moreover B. although C. however D. so that 

26. Solar energy is not widely used________________it is friendly to the environment. 

A. despite B. because C. since D. although 

27. _____________________there is not enough information on the effects of smoke in 

the atmosphere, doctors have proved that air pollution causes lung diseases. 

A. In spite of B. Although C. Therefore D. However 

28._________________, he walked to the station. 



A. In spite being tired B. Despite of tiredness C. Although to be tired D. Despite being 

tired 

29._____________________busy she is, she manages to pick her children up after school 

every day. 

A. However B. Although C. Despite D. Because 

30. We got on well when we shared a flat,______________________________ 

A. in spite of the different in our old                             B. although the difference in our age 

C. in spite that fact that I was much older than her D. despite her being much older than me 

31.__________________, the Americans are more concerned with physical attractiveness. 

A. Although choosing a wife or a husband B. When choosing a wife or a husband 

C. However a wife or a husband chooses D. Having chosen a wife or a husband 

IV. PASSIVE VOICE 

1. “The longest fish in the contest was eighteen inches long". "It_____ by Thelma 

Rivers". 

 A. was catching B. caught C. was caught D. catch 

2. "I heard you decided to take up tennis". "Yes, I have_____ every day". 

 A. been played B. been playing C. playing D. play 

3. "Are we about to have dinner?". "Yes, it _____ in the dinning room". 

 A. is serving B. serves C. is being served D. served 

4. "Why is Stanley in jail?" "He_____ of robbery". 

 A. has been convicted  B. has been convicting 

 C. has convicted  D. convicted 

5. "Where are Jack and Jan?" "They_____ the boxes you asked for into the house". 

 A. have been bringing  B. bringing  

 C. have been brought  D. to bring 

6. "Where's the old chicken coop?" 

 "It_____ by a windstorm last year". 

 A. destroy B. is destroyed C. was destroyed D. destroyed 

7. "We're still looking for Thomas". 

 "Hasn't he_____ yet?". 

 A. been found B. to find C. found D. being found 

8. "Whatever happened t that fortune - teller?" 

 "I don't know. She _____ around her in a long time". 

 A. hasn't seen B. didn't see C. hasn't been seeing  D. hasn't been seen 



9. "Diana is a wonderful ballet dancer". 

 "She_____ since she was four". 

 A. has been dancing  B. has been danced  C. is dancing D. was danced 

10. "What a beautiful dress you're wearing!" 

 "Thank you. It_____ especially for me by a French tailor". 

 A. is made B. has made C. made D. was made 

11. "Those eggs of different colors are very artistic". 

 "Yes, they_____ in Russia". 

 A. were painted B. were paint C. were painting D. painted 

12. "Homer is in jail for smoking marijuana". 

 "He_____ that it was against the law". 

 A. is telling B. was told C. old D. tells 

13. "The maintenance people didn't remove the chairs from the ballroom". 

 "Don't worry. They _____ them before the dance begins". 

 A. will have been moved B. will have moved 

 C. were moved  D. moved 

14. Gold_____ in California in the nineteenth century. 

 A. was discovered  B. has been discovered 

 C. was discover  D. they discovered 

15. _____ that military spending is extremely high. 

 A. We are felt B. It feels C. It is felt D. We feel that it is 

16. All planes_____ before departure. 

 A. will checked  B. will has checked  

 C. will be checked  D. will been checked 

17. I wanted_____ by the head of the company, but it was impossible. 

 A. to see B. to be seen C. seeing D. being to see 

18. Katherine_____ at Bob's house every night this week. 

 A. has been eaten B. has eating C. is being eating D. has been eating 

19. "Where did you get these old dresses?". 

 "We_____ them in the old trunk". 

 A. were found B. finding C. found  D. have been found 

20. "What happened to the old mail carrier?" 

 "He_____ to a new neighborhood to work". 



 A. has sent B. was send C. was sent  D. sent 

21. In the Us the first stage of compulsory education_______as elementary education . 

 A. to be generally  known  B. is generally known  

 C. generally known          D. is generally knowing  

22. .Education _______ to be the most important element to develop a country. 

 A.often be considered        B. can be often considered  

 C. can often considered      D. can often be considered 

23. The preparations_______by the time the guests_______. 

 A.had been finished/ arrived    B. have finished  

 C.  had finished/ were arriving    D. had been finished/ were arrived 

24. _______students required to wear uniforms at all times? 

 A.. Are     B. Do  C. Did      D. Will 

25. _______to you yet? 

 A.Are the book been giving back   B. Was the book been given back 

 C. Has been  the book given back   D. Has the book been given back 

26. What he has done to me_______. 

 A.cannot forgive      B. cannot be forgive C. cannot forgive  D cannot be forgiving 

27 . The keys _______somewhere. 

 A.must have been leaving     B. must have left 

 C.must be leaving               D. must have been left 

28. Japanese_______at the meeting. 

 A.will speak   B. will spoken  C. will be spoken D. will be speaking 

29. Although he tried his best, he could not make his voice_______ 

A. hear        B. to hear      C. hearing     D. heard 

30. _______in that company? 

A. Do shoes make   B. Are shoes be made C. Shoes are made D. Are shoes made 

31. Portuguese_______as an official language in this city for age. 

 A. has  been spoken B. has been spoken  C. has  spoken    D. had  spoken 

32. More than ten victims _______missing in the storm last week 

 A. are reported to be                 B. are reported to have been 

 C. are reporting to have been    D. are reporting to be 

33. _______by your father? 

 A. Did that book write            B. Did that book written 



 C.Was that book written        D. Was that book be writing 

34. Something _______immediately to prevent  teenagers from _______in factories and 

mines. 

 A.should be done/ being exploited  B. we should do/ exploiting 

 C. should do/ be exploited                D. should have done/ exploited 

35. This car_______. 

 A.was manufactured in Japan by Toyota last year 

 B.was manufactured by Toyota last year in Japan 

 C.was manufactured last year in Japan by Toyota 

 D.last year was manufactured  by Toyota in Japan 

36. Why_______on time? 

 A.don’t the exercises finish          B. weren’t the exercises be finished 

 C. aren’t the exercises being finished   D. aren’t the exercises be finished 

37. No longer_______in our office since it_______. 

 A.have typewriters been used/ computerized 

 B.typewriters have been used/ was computerized 

 C.have typewriters been used/ was computerized 

 D.typewriters have been used/ computerized 

38. When _______? 

 A.were computers used first     B. were computers first used  

 C.did computers first use       D. are computers first using 

39. That machine is useless. It_______not been used for a long time 

 A.is    B. was   C. did       D. has 

40. Everything that_______remained a secret 

 A.overheard              B. had been overheard 

 C.had overheard       D. was overhearing 

V. WORD FORMS 

1. He has been very interested in doing research on _______ since he was at high school. 

A. biology B. biological C. biologist D. biologically 

2. Are you sure that boys are more _______ than girls? 

A. act B. active C. action D. activity 

3. You are old enough to take _______ for what you have done. 

A. responsible B. responsibility C. responsibly D. irresponsible 



4. These quick and easy _______ can be effective in the short term, but they have a cost. 

A. solve B. solvable C. solutions D. solvability 

5. He was looking at his parents _______, waiting for recommendations. 

A. obey B. obedience C. obedient D. obediently 

6. The interviews with parents showed that the vast majority were _______ of teachers. 

A. support B. supportive C. supporter D. supporting 

7. It is _________ of you to leave the medicine where the children could get it. 

A. care B. caring C. careless D. careful 

8. For ________ reasons, passengers are requested  not to leave any luggage unattended. 

A. secure B. securely C. security D. securing 

9. The leader of the explorers had the great _______ in his native guide. 

A. confident B. confidence C. confidential D.confidentially 

10. We are impressed by his _________ to help us with the hard mission.  

A. will    B. willing    C. willingness  D. willingly  

11. John cannot make a __ to get married to Mary or stay single until he can afford a house 

and a car. 

 A. decide    B. decision   C. decisive    D. decisively  

12. My mother used to be a woman of great _______, but now she gets old and looks pale.  

A. beauty    B. beautiful   C. beautifully   D. beautify  

13. Although they are twins, they have almost the same appearance but they are seldom in 

_____.  

A. agree    B. agreeable   C. agreement               D. agreeably  

14. The more _______ and positive you look, the better you will feel. 

 A. confide    B. confident   C. confidently   D. confidence  

15. My parents will have celebrated 30 years of _______ by next week. 

 A. marry    B. married   C. marriageable   D. marriage  

16. Many Vietnamese people ______ their lives for the revolutionary cause of the nation  

A. sacrifice    B. sacrificed   C. sacrificial    D. sacrificially  

17. They had a ______ candlelit dinner last night and she accepted his proposal of marriage.  

A. romance    B. romantic   C. romantically   D. romanticize  

18. Are there any _____, between Vietnamese and American culture? 

A. differences   B. different   C. differently    D. differential  

19. Some people are concerned with physical _______when choosing a wife or husband. 

 A. attractive    B. attraction   C. attractiveness   D. attractively  



20. What could be more_______ than a wedding on a tropical island? 

 A. romance    B. romantic   C. romanticizing   D. romanticism  

21. In my hometown, many people still believe in_______ marriage. 

 A. contract    B. contractual   C. contracts   D. contracting  

22. _____ women are responsible for the chores in the house and taking care of the children.  

A. With tradition  B. On tradition   C. Traditional  D. Traditionally  

23. Though their performance was not perfect yet, the students held the audience's____ until 

the end.  

A. attentive   B. attention    C. attentively   D. attentiveness  

24. The survey will cover various ways of ___________ the different attitudes toward love 

and marriage of today's youth.  

A. Determination   B. determine  C. determined   D. determining  

25. Both Asian and Western students seem ___ about how to answer the questionnaire of 

the survey.  

A. confusedly   B. confused   C. confusing    D. confusion  

26. She was_________ unaware of the embarrassing situation due to her different cultural 

background.  

A. complete    B. completed  C. completing   D. completely  

27. What is more important to you, intelligence or___________________?  

A. attraction    B. attractiveness  C. attractive    D. attracted  

28. The family has a very important role in_____________ children. 

 A. social    B. socialist   C. socializing   D. socialism  

29. In U.S. schools, teachers don't mind their students'___________ them during the 

lectures.  

A. interrupt    B. interrupted  C. interrupting   D. to interrupt  

30. His achievements were partly due to the____________ of his wife.  

A. assist    B. assistant   C. assisted    D. assistance  

31. By working day and night, they succeeded____________ their work in time. 

 A. finished    B. to finish   C. finishing    D. in finishing 

 32. They started, as ___ gatherings but they have become increasingly formalized in the 

last few years. 

 A. informal    B. informally  C. informalize   D. informality 

33. Children who are isolated and lonely seem to have poor language and ________. 

 A. communicate   B. communication  C. communicative           D. communicator 

 34. The lecturer explained the problem very clearly and is always ____in response to 

questions.  



A. attention    B. attentive   C. attentively   D. attentiveness 

35. I make no __________ for encouraging my children to succeed in school.  

A. apologize    B. apologetic  C. apologies   D. apoplectic  

36. It was very more __________of a chat than an interview.  

A. formal    B. informal   C. formality   D. informality  

37. As an _______, Mr. Pike is very worried about the increasing of juvenile delinquency.  

A. educate    B. education   C. educator   D. educative  

38. In England, primary education is provided by state schools run by the government and 

by _______ feepaying schools.  

A. Independent   B. independently  C. depended   D.independence  

39. He did not do well at school and left with few _______ qualifications.  

A. academic    B. academy   C. academician  D. academically  

40. The Minister of the Education and Training Department appeared on TV last night 

to___________________his new policy.  

A. public    B. publicly   C. publicize   D. publicizing 

VI. VOCABULARY  

1. Wildlife all over the world is ………………… danger. 

 A. to B. for C. with D. in 

2. The cinema changed completely at ………………… end of ………………. 1920s. 

 A. the / Ø B. the / the C. an / the D. Ø / the 

3. Tom and Jerry is a(n) ............................ film. 

 A. science fiction B. cartoon C. love story D. action 

4.  When I was a little child, my mother often told me a fairy tale to .............. me to sleep 

 A. relax B. make C. delight D. lull 

5.   Van Cao is one of the most well-known ……………………in Viet Nam. 

 A. actors B. musicians C. singers D. authors 

6. She is very beautiful with ...................... smile. 

 A. fascinates B. fascinating C. fascinated D. fascinate 

7.  Music in general and pop music in particular makes people ……………… 

 A. excitement B. excited C. excite D. exciting 

 8. Germany was the ………… of the 2006 World Cup. The 18th World Cup was held 

there. 

 A.  tournament B. trophy C. continent D. host nation 

9. Quoc Tu Giam was………….on the grounds of Van Mieu in 1076.  



 A. formed B. established C. pushed D. developed 

10. This building is a historical………in our town.  

 A. relic B. period C. context D. view 

11. Historical places in Hoi An……………great interests from visitors.  

 A. hold B. appeal C. like D. attract 

12. About 100 thousand Australian visitors ……….in Viet Nam in 2003  

 A. went B. arrived C. reached D. came 

13. This architecture is a ……………….of our city. 

 A. want B. thank C. pride D. proud 

14. The names of many famous ………………… are on the stelae in Van Mieu. 

    A. scholars           B. doctor laureates   C. students              D. workers 

15.  Where was the 2006 World Cup held? 

 A. supported B. maintained C. possessed D. organized 

16.  Founded in 1930 with just 13 teams, the tournament now attracts more than 140 

countries. 

 A. Established B. Produced C. Started D. Erected 

17.  A _______ is a person or group competing in a final.  

 A. final B. finally C. finalize D. finalist 

18.  The loser will be out of the ________ . 

 A. round B. tournament C. meeting D. tour  

19.  They were the first Turkish team to win a major cup ______ .  

 A. contest B. challenge C. champion D. competition 

20. The match was eventually won on _____  

 A. penalties B. goals C. draw D. score 

21.  She brought _____ to her country as an Olympic medal-winner . 

 A. victory B. champion C. promotion D. honour 

22.  How many countries took part in the first World Cup?  

 A. interested B. participated C. completed D. co-operated 

23.  Visconti _______ one goal himself and made two for Lupo.  

 A. made B. kicked C. scored D. played 

24.  Britain has not lifted the _____ since it last hosted the event.  

 A. prize B. award C. trophy D. victory 

  25. There’s a love story in it, and it’s very funny. I suppose you’d call it a ____________ 



A. horror film           B. detective film            C. romantic comedy            D. thriller 

26. Steven Spielberg is one of the famous __________.He has made lots of films including 

Jaw, Jurassic Park, Schindler’s List, etc. 

A. stars                       B. directors                    C. actors                    D. script writers 

27. The film contains of explicit __________of violence. 

A. scenes                           B. scents                        C. sceneries              D. screens 

   28. The main ___________is played by Nicole Kidman. 

A. actress                         B. character                      C. director            D. film maker 

29.  Silence of The Lambs is a/an ___________film. It makes the audience scared. 

A. disaster                         B. science fiction           C. action                   D. horror 

   30. The film is ___________the 1940s, during the Second World War. 

A. made for                       B. based on                    C. set in                D. occurred in 

31.  The movie Schindler’s List was ___________on the novel Schindler’s Ark written by 

the Australian writer Thomas Keneally. 

A. based                            B. depended                   C. played              D. performed 

   32. Charlie Chaplin is considered as the greatest comic actor of the ___________. 

A. musical cinema             B. commercial film         

C. romantic comedy            D. silent cinema 

33. When did the cinema come into ____________? 

A. exist                             B. existing                      C. existence            D. existences 

34.  England is an ____________country. 

A. industrialize                 B. industry                    C. industrial       D. industrialization 

35. A child who has lost one or both of his parents by death is called ________ child. 

 A. an abandoned    B. an orphan  C. a homeless D.orphanage 

VII. TO VERB - VING  

1. My father usually helps me_______ English. 

a. To be learned    b. learn   c. learning   d.not to learn 

2. He was heard_______ shout. 

a. to      b. of     c. by    d. at 

3. This student expected_______ the first winner of the Grand Prix. 

a. be      b. being    c. to be   d. will be 

4. I told her_______ about her wedding; everything will straighten out. 



a. Don't worry   b. not to worry   c. no worry   d. not worry 

5. May I suggest you let_______ 

a. Mary doing so   b. Mary do so   c. Mary does to  d. Mary to do so 

6. She_______ him when he called her. 

a. pretended not hear    b. pretended she heard not 

c. pretended not to hear    d. did not pretend hear 

7. The doctor advised_______ late. 

a. me not staying up     b. me not stay up  

c. me not to stay up     d. I did not stay up 

8. The school superintendent told me_______ 

a. hurrying up   b. to hurry up   c. hurry up   d. hurried up 

9. "_______us face the enemies", shouted the soldiers. 

a. Make    b. Let     c. Leave   d. Keep 

10. Mr. Brown told the schoolgirls_______ in class. 

a. don't ear    b. not to eat    c. eat not   d. not eat 

11. I have heard Dang Thai Son_______ the piano. 

a. Played    b. plays    c. play   d. to play 

12. The young teachers wanted a Foreign Language Teaching workshop _______ in Ho Chi 

Minh City. 

a. to be holding   b. should hold   c. to be held   d. to hold 

13. _______able to take part in the international math contest two years from now, Son 

works very hard in his math lass. 

a. In order to be   b. Being   c. Been   d. So that he be 

14. Try_______ so many mistakes. 

a. not to make   b. not make    c. to make not  d. make not 

15. Let me_______ from you soon. 

a. to hear    b. hear    c. hearing   d. heard 



16. John is too stupid_______ understand this. 

a. To     b. not to    c. to not   d. for 

17. The wind is_______ to blow the roof off. 

a. strong enough   b. too strong    c. quiet strong  d. very strong 

18. My father is _______ to stay up late. 

a. too tired    b. enough tired   c. tired enough  d. so tired 

19. John wanted me_______ him. 

a. to be helping   b. help    c. to help   d. I help 

20. I want_______ early tomorrow morning. 

a. to leave    b. leaving    c. me leave   d. me leaving 

21. I hope_______ 

a. to see you there   b. seeing you there   c. you to see there  d. see you there 

22. I taught_______ 

a. how mending a shirt    b. him how to mend a shirt 

c. how mend a shirt     d. him how mend a shirt 

23. I told_______ 

a. Nam to come   b. to come Nam   c. to Nam come  d. Nam come 

24. My father has decided_______ a new house. 

a. find    b. to find    c. finding   d. him find 

25. Mother warned_______ the electric plug 

a. here not to touch   b. her touching not   c. her not touch  d. not touch 

26. Don't tell Tan because I don't want_______ 

a. him to know   b. know    c. him know   d. knowing 

27. She explained_______ 

a. how to make it   b. me how to make it  c. me to make it  d. me make it 

28. Miss Brown told Mary_______ down. 



a. sit     b. to sit    c. sitting   d. sat 

29. She told Mary_______ up hope. 

a. not give    b. do not give   c. not to give   d. to give not 

30. Michael Faraday wrote a litter to Sir Humphry Davy_______ for work. 

a. asked    b. to ask   c. so to ask   d. in order to asking 

31. Do you know_______ to play that game now? 

a. Way    b. what   c. if    d. how 

32. She is very glad_______ see you again. 

a. In     b. with   c. to    d. for 

33. He noticed two thieves_______ out of a shop. 

a. to come    b. are coming  c. in coming   d. come 

34. When will he be allowed to go home? When will they_______? 

a. let him go   b. let to go   c. leave him to go   d. leave him 

35. The guide encouraged the tourists_______ the Prado Museum Madrid 

a. visit   b. to visit    c. visiting    d. to visiting 

36. Mow that were finished painting the house, there's nothing left_______ 

a. done   b. did     c. to do   d. for doing 

37. The superintendent promised to tear down and_______ the fire damaged school building. 

a. Rebuild   b. to rebuild    c. rebuilding   d. to rebuilding 

38. The mechanic needs_______ a new muffler on your car. 

a. to put   b. putting    c. to be put   d. to putting 

39. Our house needs_______ 

a. to paint   b. to be painting   c. to be paint   d. painting 

40. Do you want _______ by the doctor? 

a. to examine  b. to be examined   c. being examined  d. being to examine 

Part 3: READING  



Passage 1: Dolphins are known as marine (1) ______they breathe air, they are warm-blood, 

and they bear live young ones called (2) ______ 

The size of dolphin is very greatly. (3)______ smallest dolphins are just about 50 kg in 

weight and 1.2 meters in length (4) ______the largest one can weigh up to 8.200 kg and is 

10 meters long. 

Dolphins are sociable creatures. They swim together in group known as (5) ______They 

show great ability in the water. Dolphins are interested (6) ______humans and often rescue 

people in the sea (7) ______are in danger. They are intelligent creatures and make sounds to 

(8)_____ with each other. Scientists have studied dolphins (9) _____many years and are 

now looking into the possibility of dolphins that are able to carry (10) _____ tasks under the 

sea. 

1. A. fish B. creatures C. mammals D. life 

2. A. babies B. calves C. young D. diets  

3. A. A B. An C. The D. And 

4. A. when B. as  C. while D. since 

5. A. currents B. flocks C. herds D. teams 

6. A. in B. at C. on  D. of 

7. A. which B. whose C. when D. who  

8. A. talk B. communicate C. contact D. connect 

9. A. in B. since C. for D. during 

10. A. out B. in C. of  D. with 

Passage 2: Wild animals play an important part in the balance of nature, and (1) ….. us with 

many important products. Birds and other small animals help control (2) ……. Wild 

animals provide fur, food, and recreation. They (3) …… make our surrounding more 

interesting. 

Uncontrolled hunting (4) …… destroyed much wildlife. People have also harmed animals 

by destroying their habitats.  Many animals, such as the passenger pigeon, have disappeared 

completely. Others, including the whopping crane, the blue whale, and the American 

alligator, are in danger of dying (5) ……. 

1. A- supply  B- provide  C- help   D- give 

2. A- insects  B- snakes   C- butterflies   D- worms  

3. A- too  B- either   C- as well             D- even 

4. A- was  B- had   C- has              D- have 

5. A- away  B- off   C- down             D- out 

Passage 3: Read the following passage and choose  best answer ( A,B,C or D ) for each 

blank. 

  The ostrich is the (1) _______ bird in the world, and an adult can be more than ninety 

kilos. Most wild ostriches live in southern Africa, but there are only a (2)_________of them 

left. Like all birds,  ostriches have wings, (3)________ they cannot fly. They use their wings 

to help them (4)________ when they are running. Ostriches can run very fast , from sixty-

five to ninety kilometers an hour, so it is very difficult for (45)_________ animals to catch 

them. 

            1.              A. large                 B. larger                  C. largest              D. most largest        

            2.              A.few                    B. little                     C. lot                     D. many    



            3.              A. or                      B. and                      C. but                    D. except 

            4.              A. direct                B. change                 C. alter                  D. turn 

            5.              A. another             B. other                    C. others               D. one other 

Passage 4: Read the passage carefully, then choose the correct answers.  

Wild animals (and wild plants) and the wild places where they live are seriously threatened 

almost everywhere. One species has become extinct in each year of this century. But many 

hundreds are now in danger. Lack of attention would lead to the rapid advance of the 

process of extinction. 

Already many kinds of wild animals has been so reduced in number that their role in the 

ecosystem is forgotten. Animals like the great apes, the whales, seals etc. thought to be in 

danger of extinction. 

But even more important, perhaps than individual kinds of animals and plants, whole 

habitats are in danger of vanishing: marshes are being drained, and the world forests, 

especially tropical forests are being cut down to satisfy man’s needs of timber and paper. 

What would our world be like if all the wild animals and wild plants vanished? - Would our 

life still exist then? 

1. What would happen to the human beings if the wild life vanished? 

 A. Many species would quickly become extinct.        B. Tropical forests would be cut 

down. 

 C. The human life would be seriously threatened.      D. Species would go on dying out.    

2.  What is more important than individual kinds of animals and plants? 

 A. The vanishing of whole habitats.                   B. The extinction of many species. 

 C. The rapid advance of the process of extinction.     D. Man’s need of timber and paper 

3.  What does the writer caution us against? 

 A. cutting down the tropical forests.                   B. hunting wild animals. 

 C. draining marshes.                     D. destroying our environment. 

4.  What would happen if we cut down forests? Cutting down forests would cause ……… 

 A. the changes of temperature.                   B. the flood  

 C. both A and B are correct.                  D. none are correct. 

5. “To threaten” in the passage means ………….. 

  A. to pollute                                              C. to vanish  

      B. to give fear to                                              D. to poison 

Passage 5:  Parks in our country are wonderful playgrounds and millions of people visit 

them every year. There are places where you can camp without charge or you can rent 

rooms in a hotel. You can take a long walk in the forests, take boat trips, or climb 

mountains. You are not allowed to hunt in the park, so there are many wild animals. You 

can fish in the streams of most of the parks. The park keepers sometimes go with the 

visitors on walks to tell them about the animals, plants, and mountains. They also have 



programmes and talks at the campgrounds and in the hotels so that people can learn all 

about the park and the things that are in it. 

 1. We can camp in the  parks _____________. 

     A. without having to pay anything    B. with a small fee 

    C. if we rent a room in a hotel    D. if we visit them every year 

  2. Which of the following activities is not mentioned in the passage? 

 A. go for a walk                    B. go climbing         C. go skiing        D. go by boat 

  3. The word “ streams ”  is closest in meaning to ______________. 

  A. small rivers           B. ponds             C. lakes                  D. big  

4. The word “ them ”  refers to ______________. 

     A. parks                  B. visitors    C. park keepers                D. animals 

5. Which of the following statements is NOT true? 

A. There are many animals in the parks. 

B. We can walk and have talks with the park keep 

C. We are allowed to fish in most of the parks. 

D. We can hunt in the parks. 

Passage 6: Read the following passage and choose the best answer for each blank. 

We have an old (1) __________ instrument. It is called a clavichord. It was made in 

Germany in 1681. Our clavichord is (2) __________ in the living- room .It has belonged to 

our family for a long time. The instrument was bought by my grandfather (3) __________ 

years ago. Recently it was damaged by a visitor .She tried (4) _________ jazz on it! She 

struck the keys too hard and two of the strings (5) ____________.My father was shocked. 

Now we are not allowed to touch it. It is being repaired by a friend of my father’s. 

1. A. music    B. music’s  C. musical  D. musician 

2. A. placed   B. set   C. kept  D. held 

3. A. much   B. many  C. number  D. lots 

4. A. play   B. played  C. to play  D. to playing 

5. A. broken   B. breaking  C. were breaking D. were broken 

Passage 7:Read the passage below and choose one correct answer for each question. 

FOLK MUSIC 

Pop music has always been influenced by other forms of music. An important form is folk 

music. Folk songs are the songs composed and sung by country people .The songs may be 

hundreds of years old, so nobody knows who originally composed them. Modern music is 

often music for dancing. In Britain it was traditionally played with instruments like flute, 

accordion, etc. In the 1950s and 1960s the people who wrote songs and played them with 

acoustic guitars were also called folk singers. The songs were often “protest songs”, 

complaining of bad things happening in society. 



1. Which form of music is pop music mainly influenced by? 

A. classical music   B. folk music  C. jazz D. rock ‘n’ roll 

2. Who were folk songs composed by? 

A. countryside people B. city people C. modern musicians      D. old singers 

3. According to the passage, what is modern music often used for? 

A. Singing only B. playing with guitars C. dancing D. forming pop music 

4. In the 1956s, what did people play folk songs with? 

A. pianos  B. flutes  C. drums  D. guitars 

5. Why are folk songs called “protect songs”? 

A. Because they are sung by country people.  

B. Because they are hundreds of years old. 

C. Because nobody knows who originally composed them. 

D. Because they complain about bad things happening in society. 

Part 4: TRANSFORMATION  

 1. He didn’t work hard, so he failed the exam. 

A. If he worked hard, he wouldn’t fail the exam. 

B. If he hadn’t worked hard, he would have failed the exam.  

C. He would have passed the exam if he had worked hard 

D. He had passed the exam if he would have worked hard. 

2. I was tired because I stayed up late last night. 

A. If I hadn’t stayed up late at night, I wouldn’t have been tired. 

B. I hadn’t been tired if I wouldn’t have stayed up lat.              

C. If I had stayed up late at night, I would have been tired.    

D.  I wouldn’t be tired If I didn’t stay up late at night.     

3. The shirt didn’t fit me so I didn’t buy it. 

A. If the shirt fit me, I will buy it. 

 B. If the shirt fitted me, I would buy it.  

C. If the shirt had fitted me, I would have bought it. 

D. I didn’t buy the shirt due to it didn’t fit me. 

4. He didn’t know French so he didn’t go to Paris for his holiday. 

A. Unless he knew French, he wouldn’t go to Paris for his holiday. 

B. If he knew French, he would have gone to Paris for his holiday. 

C. If he had gone to Paris, he would have known French. 



D. Had he known French, he would have gone to Paris for his holiday. 

5. He worked lazily so he was sacked. 

A. If he hadn’t worked lazily, he wouldn’t have been sacked. 

B. If he worked lazily, he would be sacked. 

C. Unless he had worked lazily, he would have been sacked. 

 D. If he hadn’t worked lazily, he would have been sacked. 

6. He didn’t take any  medicine so he feels worse now. 

A. If he had taken the medicine, he would have felt better now.                                                                                                                                    

B. If he had taken the medicine,  he would feel better now. 

C. If he took the medicine, he would feel better now. 

D. Unless he took the medicine, he wouldn’t feel better now 

7. We want to buy that house but we don’t have enough money. 

A. Unless we have enough money, we won’t buy that house. 

B. We would have bought that house if we had had enough money. 

C. If we had enough money, we would have bought that house. 

D. If we had enough money, we would buy that house. 

8. They couldn’t go home because it stormed terribly. 

A. If  it hadn’t stormed terribly, they could have gone home. 

B. If it didn’t storm terribly, they would go home. 

C. It stormed terribly so that they couldn’t go home 

D. They couldn’t go home due to terribly storm.        

9. Without Jack’s help, I wouldn’t have been able to move the table. 

A. Jack hadn’t helped, but I could move the table. 

B. Jack didn’t help, so I hadn’t been able to move the table. 

C. If Jack hadn’t helped, I wouldn’t have been able to move the table. 

D. Had Jack helped, I wouldn’t have been able to move the table. 

10. You wouldn’t have made many mistakes if you had been careful. 

A. You didn’t make many mistakes because you weren’t careful. 

B. You made many mistakes because you were careful. 

C. You were careful, so you didn’t make many mistakes. 

D.You weren’t careful, so you made many mistakes. 

11. I didn't have an umbrella with me, so I got wet. 

A. If I had had an umbrella, I wouldn't get wet.     



B. If I had had an umbrella, I wouldn't have got  wet. 

C. If I had an umbrella, I wouldn't get wet.           

D. If I have an umbrella, I won't get wet. 

12. The driver in front stopped suddenly, so the accident happened. 

A. If the driver in front hadn’t stopped suddenly, the accident wouldn’t have happened. 

B. If the driver in front had stopped suddenly, the accident would have happened. 

C. If the driver in front stopped suddenly, the accident would happen. 

D. If the driver in front didn’t stop suddenly, the accident wouldn’t happen. 

13. He couldn’t apply for this post because he didn’t have a thorough knowledge of English. 

A. He can apply for this post if he has a thorough knowledge of English. 

B. He could apply for this post if he had a thorough knowledge of English. 

C. He could have applied for this post if he had had a thorough knowledge of English. 

D. He couldn’t have applied for this post if he hadn’t had a thorough knowledge of English. 

14. We wouldn’t have taken the wrong train if we had asked the policewoman. 

A. We took the wrong train because we didn’t ask the policeman. 

B. We didn’t take the wrong train because we asked the policeman. 

C. We still took the wrong train although we asked the policeman. 

D. We didn’t take the wrong train although we didn’t ask the policeman.  

15. Lucy would not have hurt her foot if she had not dropped the old box on it. 

A. Lucy hurts her foot because she drops the old box on it. 

B. Lucy hurt her foot because she dropped the old box on it. 

C. Lucy doesn’t hurt her foot because she doesn’t drop the old box on it. 

D. Lucy didn’t hurt her foot because she didn’t drop the old box on it. 

16. The performers did not appear on the stage until all of the lights went out. 

A. Until the performers appeared on the stage all of the lights went out. 

B. Because all of the lights went out the performers appeared on the stage. 

C. It was not until all of the lights went out that the performers appeared on the stage. 

D. It was until all of the lights went out so the performers appeared on the stage. 

17. The football match didn’t start until the lights went on. 

A. It is not until the lights go on that the football match starts.  

B. It was not until the lights went on that the football match had started. 

C. It was not until the lights went on that the football match started.  



D. It was until the lights went on that the football match started. 

18. The boy didn't do his homework until his father came home. 

A. It was not until his father came home that the boy did his homework. 

B.It was not until the boy did his homework that his father came home. 

C.It was not until his father came home that the boy didn't do his homework. 

D.It was until the boy didn't do his homework that his father came home. 

19. The patient’s heart condition didn’t improve until she received that new treatment. 

A.It was on until she received that new treatment that the patient’s heart condition didn’t improve.  

B.It is on until she received that new treatment that the patient’s heart condition doesn’t improve.  

C.It was on until she received that new treatment that the patient’s heart condition improved.   

D. It was on until she received that new treatment, the patient’s heart condition didn’t improve.   

20. Not until 1856 was the first bridge built across the Mississippi River  

A. It was not until 1856 that was the first bridge built across the Mississippi River. 

B. It was not until 1856 was the first bridge built across the Mississippi River. 

C. It was not until 1856 when the first bridge was built across the Mississippi River. 

D. It was not until 1856 that the first bridge was built across the Mississippi River. 

21. They took the sick man to the hospital. 

 A. The sick man was taken to the hospital.  

 B. The sick man is taken to the hospital. 

 C. The sick man had taken to the hospital.  

 D. The sick man took to the hospital. 

22. Somebody will call Mr. Watson tonight.  

A.  Mr. Watson will call somebody tonight.  

B. Mr. Watson will be call tonight. 

C. Mr. Watson tonight will call somebody.  

D. Mr. Watson will be called tonight.  

23.The fire has caused a considerable damage.  

A.  A considerable damage has been caused by the fire.      

B. A considerable damage has caused the fire. 

C. A considerable damage been has caused the fire.         

D. A considerable damage had caused by the fire. 

24. They finished the kitchen’s building on Saturday.  



A. The kitchen’s building was finished on Saturday.  

B. The kitchen’s building were finished on Saturday. 

C.The kitchen’s building is finished on Saturday.  

D.The kitchen’s building are finished on Saturday. 

25. They were doing the bedroom on Friday.  

A. The bedroom were being done on Friday.  

B. The bedroom is done on Friday 

C. The bedroom was being done on Friday  

D. The bedroom are done on Friday 

26. They’re painting the living room now.  

A. The living room is painting now.  

B. The living room is painted now. 

C. The living room is being painting now.  

D. The living room is being painted now. 

27. Despite feeling cold, we kept walking. 

A. Although we felt cold, but we kept walking 

B. Although we felt cold, we kept walking 

C. However cold we felt, but we kept walking 

D. However we felt cold, we kept walking 

28. Although he took a taxi, Bill still arrived late for the concert. 

A. Bill arrived late for the concert because he takes a taxi. 

B. Bill arrived late for the concert because of the taxi. 

C.In spite of taking a taxi, Bill arrived late for the concert. 

D. Although Bill took a taxi he can’t come to the concert on time. 

29. He is very rich, but he isn’t very happy. 

A. Although he is very rich, but he isn’t very happy. 

B. Although he is very rich, he isn’t very happy. 

C. Although he isn’t very rich, but he is very happy. 

D. Because he is very rich, but he isn’t very happy. 

30. Despite the terrible noise, I kept on studying. 

A. In spite the terrible noise, I kept on studying. 

B. Although the terrible noise, I kept on studying. 



C. Because of the terrible noise, I kept on studying. 

D. Although it was terribly noisy, I kept on studying. 

31. The flight was not delayed though it was foggy. 

A. The flight was not delayed because it was foggy. 

B. The flight was  delayed although it was foggy. 

C. The flight was  delayed though it was not foggy. 

D. The flight was not delayed in spite of the thick fog. 

32. She turned down the radio so that she wouldn’t disturb the neighbors. 

 A. She turned down the radio so as not to disturb the neighbors. 

B.  She turned down the radio in order to not disturb the neighbors. 

C.  She turned down the radio in order that she would disturb the neighbors. 

D. She turned down the radio so that she would disturb the neighbors. 

33. He gave me his address. He wanted me to visit him. 

A. He gave me his address so that I could visit him. 

B.  He gave me his address so that I can visit him. 

C. He gave me his address in order that I can visit him. 

D. He gave me his address in order I could visit him. 

34. I tried to study English well. I want to get a good job. 

 A. I tried to study English well so as to get a good job.  

 B. I tried to study English well in order I can get a good job.  

C. I tried to study English well in order get a good job.  

D. I tried to study English well so that get a good job. 

35. They whispered. They didn’t want anyone to hear them. 

 A. They whispered in order to make anyone hear them 

B. They whispered so that no one could hear them.  

C. They whispered to make everyone hear them 

D. They whispered in order that make everyone hear them.  

 

 

 


